DUTIES OF THE LOCAL ORGANISING COMMITTEE (“LOC”) IN RELATION TO WORLD
SHOOTING PARA SPORT EVENTS
1.

Range / Material

1.1
To assist with the process of transporting shipped material, handling, clearance, and storage
before and after competitions.
1.2

To pay the transportation cost of loaned material as per outlay.

1.3

To insure the value of the rented material against theft and damage during competitions.

1.4
To prepare the range including any installed SIUS targets, in accordance with SIUS guidance
before arrival of the SIUS technicians. (Maintenance, wear material for the own targets, bullet traps,
and backing targets for all targets, are to be provided by the LOC).
1.5
To provide one screen (2m x 1,6m) for ranking display per range or adequate PC's and TV
screens to present the results to the audience.
1.6
To prepare the range(s) according to the ISSF Technical Rules. The LOC shall also be
responsible for maintenance of the existing electronic targets and for repair or replacement of same.
1.7

To manage the supervised testing of equipment as per ISSF Rule 6.3.2.8.

2.

Manpower

2.1
To provide two, technically skilled (English Speaking) persons at SIUS's disposal, to give
assistance during installation, dismantling and maintenance work, before, during and after
competitions.
2.2
To provide one (IT Competent) software engineer at SIUS's disposal, to assist in the operation
of the computer technology during competitions.
2.3.
To provide an IT specialist competent in the local installation, to ensure the provision of a high
quality network and internet connection. Sufficient download and upload rates are mandatory for
international competitions.
2.4
To provide range officers in accordance with the ISSF Technical Rules and operators for the
machinery.

3.
3.1

Other
To pay to SIUS fees as per the following schedule.

3.1.1. Manpower
Service

Rate in EUR

Competition support: one technician for finals

600/ day

3.1.2
Service

Hardware
Rate in EUR

Rental Final Hall (Targets & Datashow)

1860/
competition

Basic rental, 10m
Qualification (10 Targets & Datashow)

1051/
Competition

Additional rental Targets 10m: (Each 10 Targets)

890/
competition

Basic rental, 25 or 50m
Qualification (10 Targets & Datashow)

1213/
competition

Additional rental Targets, 25 or 50m
(Each 10 Targets)

1051/
Competition

3.2
To provide remuneration for travel expenses to and from competitions inclusive of range
inspection days. Travel costs shall not be listed on the competition invoice, and are to be reimbursed
by the LOC to SIUS upon submission by SIUS of valid receipts.
3.3.
To provide free local transportation, accommodation (single rooms) and meal tickets before
(installation phase), during, and after (dismantling phase) the championships for each SIUS
technician.

3.4.
In case of non-compliance of duties by an LOC, SIUS is allowed to charge the LOC fees as
follows (all non-compliance charges must also be reported to World Shooting Para Sport
management):
Missing support for assembling and dismantling, per day per person

€388

Missing engineer during competitions, per day

€388

Rental costs for missing screens for projection of results

€388

Non-provision of accommodation, per day per SIUS technician

€145

Non-provision of meals, per day per SIUS technician

€58

Non-provision of transportation

as per actual
expense
invoice

4. In case of non-compliance of duties by SIUS, the Organizer is allowed to charge SIUS as follows:
Competition had to be rescheduled to another day because of
€ 1000
SIUS fault.
5. In case of non-compliance
If any of the parties fails seriously to fulfill the obligations undertaken in this agreement the agreement
can be cancelled in writing by the other party with clear notification as to the offending or missing
details referred to above. IPC will be the authority deciding between the LOC and SIUS.

